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“Beautiful things happen when you distance yourself from negativity”.

“Positive Thinking is a mental and emotional attitude that focuses on the bright side life and expects positive results. Positive attitude,

Positive thinking, Optimism are known to be the root cause of many positive life benefits. Optimism is associated with positive mood, good
morale. However, your way of thinking whether positive or negative is just a habit, and habits can be changed the only thing is it takes

practice. Your thoughts are always under your control and they can be changed. Thinking positive in life helps to stay happy, healthy, successful, and have a hope that we can overcome any obstacle or difficulty occurring in life. Staying positive does not mean that things will
turn out okay. Rather it is knowing that YOU will be okay no matter how things turn out”.
Ways to maintain positivity in life

1. Use the positive reframing technique: Do not assume that world is against you or you were born with grey cloud over your head.

Reframe all your pessimistic view in optimistic view. Start thinking positively, bring happiness in your life, work to see smile on your

face, do things that you love to do. Change your thinking perspective, bring positivity in your life, surround yourself with positive
people, avoid triggers, set up positive reminders around yourself.

2. Write in a gratitude journal: After waking up everyday see everything in a positive way with a fresh start. In your routine time
think of 3 things daily with concentration that makes you feel good and happy and you love doing that and mention those things in

your gratitude journal. Try to find pleasure in small things and feel happy in each and every moment. Life is too short to think about
negative stuff, think good, be good, feel positivity everywhere around you.

3. Limit your negative thoughts: Let go off thing that past is not equal to future. If you have experienced disappointments in past that

doesn’t mean you will experience them again in present or future. Keep moving forward in life. Don’t focus on what is happening to
you or coming to you, always think of what you can make to happen. Stop complaining for every little thing in life. Feel good every
day. There is nothing more precious than being positive.

4. Use positive affirmations: Try finding out statements that you want to change about the way you see things around yourself.
Now write these statements and put them in places where you can see them and they remind you every time to change them such

as on the wall of your room, your bathroom, your computer monitor etc. Some of the affirmations to start with are: “Anything and
Everything is possible”, “I choose to live the positive side of my life”, “Problems in life may come and go but it’s in my hands how to
tackle with them”.

5. Tap into the power of positive thinking: If you are not happy currently with your life, start setting goals and keep moving on!
After experiencing bad in past, start learning from it by making better decisions in present and future. Life is too short and includes

many risks at each and every point of time, but everything will not end positively. But good point is your actions will lead to good
things. You can change your thinking yourself, Its you who deal with your thoughts, feelings and emotions and build up as a person.
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6. Form a daily meditation habit: Spend some time alone to practice mindfulness. It helps you to experience what is happening in
present, to be self - aware and be in present. Close your eyes and be still, let the thoughts come in your mind. Visualize yourself in
all the positive ways and have faith in yourself that you can deal with all the negative thoughts with ease and strength.

7. Learn to live in the moment: It’s really important for us to enjoy the time we are facing in current moment. We should always be
happy and joyful in the moment we are. Try to focus on how amazingly you are enjoying the current scenario. Make the very best

of now value it for what’s worth without being influenced by past or future. Stop thinking about what could have been and start
looking at what can be done.

In conclusion, positive attitude is always related to success. Positivity helps you in exploring huge possibilities. You feel motivated as

well as confident about attempting a task successfully with positive thinking. These are the essentials of success. Hence, achieving success

is easy if you believe in the power of positivity. That sums up this article. Hope you found it useful. You can check other blogs on our site
if these are helpful.

Tips for maintaining positivity in life
•

Use quotes to remind yourself how to be optimistic. Like “Even the longest journey begins with a single step”.

•

Count your blessings, each and every little one.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Be happy and keep smiling.

Surround yourself with positive people.

Realize that it’s not about what happens to you, it’s about how you react to what happens.
Focus on solutions but not problems.
Make some simple changes.

Dish out some compliments.
Smile more often.
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